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I WAS supposed to be a writer, not an artist. I started my adult life as an academic--ideas were my passion, learning ideas and teaching them. But
something wasn’t quite there; I always had a sense that some part of me was being thwarted. When I couldn’t get a full time job, and even my
sessional hours were drastically cut, I left the academy and decided to become a writer, a playwright. I come from a family where words were the
currency, and my three degrees were all in English literature, so it seemed obvious that I would be a writer if I were going to have a creative life.

I WROTE a few plays and a few were workshopped. I had a child. The creative act of writing, and the creative act
of childbirth, both were like lightning bolts to my psyche. I began to have vivid dreams and what I then called
“experiences of alternate reality”. As my family were all atheists, not to mention my friends, and since I billed
myself as a Marxist feminist, I began to explore New Age spirituality in deep secrecy.

THIS led me to a series of workshops at the Esalen Institute, that holy matrix of all things New Age, in Big Sur,
California. Eventually I began doing two month “work scholar” stints there, where you paid them to let you work in
the garden, kitchen, or laundry. Various spiritual gurus, of one stripe or another, often came to stay. One, Maria
Luisa, was a Brazilian spiritual healer of great power and insight. She was training several of the residents there in
her methods of hands-on spiritual healing, and asked for volunteer subjects.

I LAY on my back on the floor as twenty people put their hands on my body and beamed spiritual love and healing into me. How could one not have visions? I quickly slipped into an altered state, and in amazement, I began
to see words as physical, concrete objects, with colour, form, weight and texture. These are the words I saw:

Africa Married Greece
Greece Buried Africa

WHEN I returned to Toronto, my first installation consisted of four large hangings, which created a square, room-like
environment. For the first “wall”, the word Africa was made of sticks and leaves. The second, Married, was a chaotic
collage made out of cereal boxes and other detritus of consumer culture, in the shape of a house. Greece was a grid of
black and white images of iconic paintings from Western art history. Buried was an 8’ round mandala made of concentric circles of yellow fabric, with the skeleton of a bird in the middle. As you stood in the middle of this room, and
turned in a circle, you read:

Africa married Greece buried Africa

Buried

BUT it wasn’t enough just to call myself an artist. I
had no skills, and less knowledge. So I embarked
on a self-directed education. Now in my late
forties, I took life drawing classes at the Toronto
School of Art, and audited a rigorous course at the
University of Toronto on critical theory and
painting. I read everything I could about other
artists, and two major influences eventually
surfaced: Marcel Duchamp and Emily Carr.
YOU couldn’t find two more different artistic
mentors. Duchamp is cool, sardonic, intellectual—
in a word, Greece. Carr is warm, passionate,
spiritual—in a word, Africa.
VIRTUALLY an art historical cliché among artists,
Duchamp is hardly known by the public. His coup
de grâce to existing ideas about art was to enter a
urinal in an unjuried art exhibition in New York in
1917. He turned it upside down and called it
“Fountain”. It was voted the most influential
artwork of the twentieth century by 500 British art
professionals. This and other “Readymades”
challenged every known idea about what makes
I say it’s art, so it is, so there!
art, art. If he, Duchamp, calls himself an artist, and
chooses to put a bicycle wheel in an art gallery,
and call it art, then it is art.
EVENTUALLY, Duchamp stopped “making” art and devoted himself to playing chess.

IN 1945, the exisentialist critic Denis de
Rougemont asked Duchamp, ‘What is the
meaning of genius?” Duchamp replied,
“L’impossibilite du fer” – the impossibility of
iron, with a pun on the word “faire”, to make.
Duchamp thought that once artists stopped
mixing their own pigments, and could buy them
fairly cheaply, art stopped being a question of
making, and became an act of choosing.
I WAS so intrigued by this idea I looked up
references to the word “fer” and made a series of
drawings based on the images I found. Women
carrying irons on their heads; the deadly fer-delance snake of South America; an ironworks
foundry; Nicholas de Fer’s 1719 map of New
France “ou se voit le cours des grandes rivieres”;
the thermodynamics equations of Francis Fer; the
ferula, a plant used as a whip. I reveled in the
idea of the sheer arbitrariness of image-making.

I still say it’s art:

BUT while I was immersing myself in Duchampian aesthetics, a few
strange experiences in art galleries broke through my ambition to be a
conceptual artist.
ONCE, in New York with my friend Joss, I said to her that no painting
could possibly move me the way literature can.
NO canvas has ever done for me what the stark simplicity of Edgar’s
lines at the end of King Lear do:
The weight of this sad time we must obey,
Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say.
The oldest hath borne most; we that are young
Shall never see so much, nor live so long.
THE VERY next day we were in the Frick Museum and I came upon
one of Rembrandt’s late self-portraits. To my surprise and
embarrassment, I burst into tears. The haunted, knowing eyes, the
face so full of remorse as he sits in his fabulous clothing—the face of
a man who knows he has hurt the people he loved, who has not been
forgiven, who cannot forgive himself, yet he doesn’t flinch. How
could dabs of pigment on canvas say all that? Isn’t it miraculous?
HOW superficial are mere ideas, how cold, how small!
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THEN, I made a pilgrimage to the Philadelphia Museum of Art to see
Duchamp’s installations, The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Maybe,
and Étant Donnés (Given), which Jasper Johns called “the strangest work of
art in any museum”. And I just happened on a room full of ten large Cy
Twombly paintings, his interpretation of Homer’s Iliad, Fifty Days at Illium.
These scribbles, awkward texts, and blobs of colour awed and humbled me,
brought me into the presence of the heroic, exactly as I had felt when I first
read the Iliad, and fell in love with Achilles, Hector and Patroclus.
LATER I read that as a young man, Twombly could render any image,
replicate any old master drawing. When he was on leave from the army, he
would rent a cheap motel room, turn off all the lights, and draw with his left
hand. He wanted to overcome his virtuosity, to find his true, authentic mark.

SO now art wasn’t just about ideas, about making versus
choosing, it was also about mark-making.
I WONDERED what my “authentic mark” might look like.
I certainly was no virtuoso, having just managed to
acquire the most basic of drawing skills. I took some
watercolour and acrylic courses, but my works were tight,
uninspired.
ONE day I met a woman named Kate, also an artist, and
as I was bemoaning my inability to find my “mark”, she
said she thought she could teach me how to paint. Our
lessons began in frustration -- again my work was dull
and muddy, and technically a disaster. One day she said
she would just sit and meditate, and let me experiment.
Freed, I began to paint with joy and abandon. Every
week I would go to her studio in her house, and while she
meditated in the next room, I painted.
LOOKING out her third floor window at the garden below,
I painted this for my husband Terry’s birthday.

AFTER Terry died I did a project called Marks in the River of Time. I made portraits in triplicate of everyone in my life – friends,
family, colleagues, my piano teacher, my financial adviser—80 people in all. I did a charcoal likeness, a video portrait where I
asked each of them to talk about loss in their lives, and an abstract portrait. I described these abstracts as painting the space
between me and each of them, a depiction in paint of our relationship.

I HAVE lived in Toronto for
over forty years, yet there is
always a pulse, a hum of
longing for the landscape of
my birth—the ocean, the
mountains, and especially the
rain forest of the Pacific
Northwest. In my will, I’ve
asked for my ashes to be
scattered off the coast of
Quadra Island. It is the
country of my soul, and Emily
Carr is its amanuensis.
LOOKING at her paintings both
inflames and assuages my
yearning. A spiritual, even a
religious, experience. I once
made a book of quotations
from her writings, and this
passage, from Hundreds and
Thousands, wildly
unfashionable as it is, still
constitutes my words to live
by. And to make art by.

I HAVE a spiritual director, a smart and compassionate man who’s been a Capuchin friar
for fifty years. In one of our sessions, he told me:
“The source of your creativity is your deep search for God.”
THE RELATIONSHIP between art and theology is prickly, just like the relationship
between art and politics.
“…committed, engaged, ambitious, informed art does not mix with dedicated, serious,
thoughtful, heartfelt religion. Wherever the two meet, one wrecks the other.” (James
Elkin, On the Strange Place of Religion in Contemporary Art)
MY DUCHAMPIAN self agrees – contemporary art with religious subject matter is
always, if not bad art, then art that has no credibility in the art world. But my Carr-ian
self feels something else.
IN ANCIENT Greek, there is no word for “sin”. When the Church fathers were
translating the Hebrew Bible into Greek, they used the word hamartia, which means
“missing the mark”. Great art doesn’t miss the mark. Indeed, it is the true, authentic,
particular mark of the artist which makes it great, makes it a virtue.
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LIFE FLOWS IN
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And those of us privileged to be artists, leave a few mementoes on the bridge.

